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Al Noor, the Boston College Undergraduate Middle Eastern Studies Journal, aims to:

- Facilitate a nonpartisan, unbiased conversation within the Boston College community and beyond about the Middle East.
- Provide a medium for students to publish research on the Middle East and Islam.
- Promote diverse opinions and present a comprehensive view of the myriad of cultures, histories, and perspectives that comprise the Middle East.
- Be considerate of the complexity of the region while pursuing the utmost objectivity.
The articles in the Spring 2022 issue of Al Noor all explore the intersections of politics and identity in the Middle East in unique and thought-provoking ways. Each of the three articles reminds us not only that the personal is political, but also that the political can be highly personal. They affirm the importance of identity to contemporary politics, while also showing that “identity politics” is far from a new phenomenon.

Opening the issue is Ernest Daniel Fleischer’s “Layered Strategies: The Intersection of Violence and Advocacy in the PLO.” Fleischer analyzes the tactics used by the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), arguing that the PLO was mostly successful in mixing violent and non-violent tactics to balance the weaknesses of each approach. In particular, he examines how the PLO’s violent tactics helped to create and spread global awareness of a Palestinian national identity, which later helped the PLO transition to non-violent advocacy.

Next, in “The Life of Sassoon Hesqel. The Zealot of Jewish Integration into the Modern Iraqi State,” Nitin Rao uses the life of Sassoon Hesqel, a Jewish Iraqi statesman, as a lens through which to explore Jewish incorporation into Iraqi politics and culture in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. He examines Jewish education in Iraq, the creation of an Iraqi national identity, and the tensions within Iraq created by Zionism and the establishment of Israel.

Annaliese Gould closes the issue with “Depictions and Narratives of Religious Women in Post-Revolution Iran: Women’s Imagery within the Islamic Revolution.” She investigates the 1978-79 Iranian Revolution and its impact on women, showing how the wives and children of martyrs were transformed into symbols of the Islamic regime. Gould identifies three narratives about women that are contained in the posters: 1) women as “quintessential martyrs,” 2) women as active participants in the revolution, and 3) women as members of their respective communities.

I hope you enjoy reading the Spring 2022 issue of Al Noor, and I would like to extend my gratitude to everyone who has made this issue possible, especially our authors, the journal staff, and the members of the Center for Centers at Boston College.

If you are interested in learning more about Al Noor, viewing past editions of the journal, or submitting your own work for consideration, please visit our website www.bcalnoor.org. As always, comments, questions and suggestions are welcome at bcalnoor@gmail.com.

Josh Fording ’22
Editor-in-Chief
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When Chairman Yasser Arafat of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) and Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin of Israel shook hands in front of President Bill Clinton in Washington, DC, in 1993, onlookers around the world hoped that the bloody, decades-long Israeli-Palestinian conflict might soon come to an end. This handshake represented the work being done on both sides to move towards peace through a series of agreements known as the Oslo Accords. While the Oslo Accords were deeply flawed and fell short of any of the PLO’s foundational goals, they are also the closest that anyone has come to lasting peace in Israel-Palestine. They embodied the PLO’s first concrete step towards Palestinian self-governance since the organization’s founding in 1964. They allowed the PLO to return to the occupied Palestinian territories after decades of exile and set up a semi-autonomous governing body. The
An examination of the PLO from its creation to the 1970s was a hybrid organization that employed tactics of both violent rebellion and advocacy. This dual approach allowed the PLO to achieve its goals by combining political and military strategies. Financially, the PLO was supported by both China and the Soviet Union, as well as most Arab governments. These countries supported the PLO as the leader of a people without employing violence. However, the PLO would not have achieved its current prominence and status as the leader of a people without employing both violent rebellion and advocacy tactics. Political philosophy and the efficacy of political violence often concludes that it is not an effective tactic in achieving the organization’s declared goals of influencing state behavior. However, violence can be effective in achieving “process goals,” such as attracting media attention and boosting membership and morale.

Conversely, transnational advocacy is more effective in achieving patronage from states and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), but these activists often struggle to gain prominence in the competitive arena of global civil society. The PLO provides an example of a non-state actor who used both of these tactics to counter the weaknesses of each strategy and propel itself closer to its goals.

Background on the PLO

Before the creation of the Palestine Liberation Organization, most of the world viewed the Israeli-Palestinian conflict as Israeli-Arab, and Palestine was not a widely recognized nation. From one perspective, the Arab world was fighting against racist Zionist settlers who were invading the Arab homeland and the Muslim holy land, displacing and killing Arabs as they went. From the other perspective, Israelis were fighting against antisemitic aggressors trying to stop Jews from returning to their ancestral home and creating a space where Jews could finally be safe and have the security of their own state. The Arab League created the PLO as a legitimate body through its founding ideology and goals of national unity, Palestinian people. In their place, the PLO emerged as an independent representative for Palestinians. In the wake of this war, Arab states backed down from their militant positions against Israel, and it quickly became clear that they could not be champions for the Palestinian people. In their place, the PLO emerged as an independent representative for Palestinians.

The PLO was originally created by a coalition of states called the Arab League, but it developed its own agenda once Fatah, a grassroots Palestinian armed resistance group, took control of it. The Arab League created the PLO as a legitimate body through which existing Palestinian political groups could act. According to the founding summit’s official report, the Arab League founded the PLO in 1964 with the mission of “organizing the Palestinian people and enabling them to play their role in the liberation of their country and their self-determination.” The original Palestinian National Charter of 1964 outlined its founding ideology and goals of “national unity, national mobilization, and liberation.” The original charter also claimed the entire British Mandate territory as Palestine and asserted Palestinians’ right to self-determination and self-governance, but it did not explicitly endorse violence. Fatah (Arabic for “Conquest” or “Opening”), the eventual leader of the PLO, was first founded specifically in 1953. Fatah’s full name is Harakat al-Tahrir al-Watani al-Filastini, translated as the Palestinian National Liberation Movement. Fatah was created as an underground Palestinian nationalist armed resistance group in a time when the dominant narrative in the Palestinian diaspora was that of pan-Arabism. Fatah took control of the PLO in 1968, using their growing number of seats on the PLO’s legislative body, the Palestinian National Council (PNC), and their coalition of sympathizers to elect Yasser Arafat, one of the founders of Fatah, as chairman.

The PLO as a Hybrid Organization

Non-state actors can pursue their causes in many ways, with varying degrees of force. On one end of the spectrum of tactics is violence, and on the other end is advocacy. Both violent insurgents and transnational advocacy networks are the subjects of substantial bodies of research. The existing literature identifies particular traits of each framework, including the strengths and weaknesses of each type of non-state actor. However, some organizations combine these tactics into a layered approach, as the PLO did in its first few decades.

One important analysis of insurgent violence, devised by Max Abrams, concludes that while such tactics can often successfully achieve process goals, they rarely, if ever, achieve their outcome goals. Outcome goals are an organization’s stated ends. Violent insurgents’ stated ends are often ambiguous or unrealistic, making them almost impossible to achieve. Additionally, achieving outcome goals usually requires a change in the target state’s behavior, but violent attacks on a state usually lead the state to reinforce its hardline stances and even to violently overreact to insurgent threats. Conversely, process goals sustain the group and increase its prominence by attracting media attention and boosting membership and morale. Often, these achievements are enhanced by government overreaction, which attracts moreendorsement, violence, saying that “armed struggle is the only way to liberate Palestine.” The version of the PLO that the world knows is the version that came into being with the new national charter of 1968.

The flag of Fatah (MrPenguin20 via Wikimedia Commons)
Many weak groups vie for the attention of potential agents who sponsor any worthy causes. However, Bob principles global civil society groups as altruistic states, or international organizations. Many view principles ideas.18 They arise when “channels between to achieve their goals. TANs are webs of voluntary, states, international organizations, and private actors to achieve their goals. TANs are webs of voluntary, reciprocal relationships among civil society groups who work across state borders to promote causes and principled ideas.14 They arise when “channels between domestic groups and their governments are blocked or hampered or where such channels are ineffective for resolving a conflict,” among other factors.15 TANs set into motion a ‘boomerang’ pattern to get around these blocked channels wherein advocacy groups garner support from other powerful state or non-state actors.15 TANs influence these actors by utilizing information politics as well as material and moral leverage.21 The channels between the PLO and Israel for resolving their conflict are certainly hampered and ineffective. As a response, the PLO works within several TANs, including the Palestinian diaspora, humanitarian networks, and “global Third World” advocates, in order to influence states and international organizations.22 However, Clifford Bob has shown that activist move- ments to rally the global South, often struggle to “pitch” and “match” their cause to obtain media attention and support from more powerful NGOs, states, or international organizations. Many view principled global civil society groups as altruistic agents who sponsor any worthy causes. However, Bob points out that “global civil society may be a less of altruistic behavior than a competitive arena in which many weak groups vie for the attention of potential patrons.”23 Consequently, social movements must successfully pitch their causes to the world to gain support. Studies in various countries also show that violent insurgency boosts support for hawkish electoral blocs that take transgressive positions against violent forces.24 This study identifies two sets of specific criteria in evaluating the PLO’s actions in order to isolate the political effects of violence and transnational advocacy. The results of violent action can be identified by focusing on the direct global responses to a few of the PLO’s most prominent attacks and self-described “counterter- rorist” actions taken by Israel against the PLO and the Palestinian people. Advocacy tactics will be explored through the PLO’s coordination and exchange of ideas with global civil society and its engagement with states that were open to a constructive relationship. In order to delve into the intricacies of the PLO’s actions, this paper draws on existing theories on non-state actors and analytical published works on the PLO’s history, as well as the published writings and speeches of PLO lead- ers and my original interviews with prominent peace advocates Raja Shehadeh and Ami Ayalon, who are Palestinian and Israeli, respectively. Raja Shehadeh is a Palestinian lawyer and writer with whom I exchanged emails about his experience and opinions on the PLO’s relationship with both violence and advocacy. Shehadeh is a co-founder of Al-Haq (est. 1979), one of the oldest Palestinian human rights organi- zations in the world. He also served as a legal advisor to PLO leadership during their negotiations in Washington, DC, in 1991. Ami Ayalon is a retired Israeli military officer and for- mer Knesset member who participated in a virtual inter- view covering the same topics as that of Raja Shehadeh. Ayalon is a co-founder of the Israeli-Palestinian peace initiative The People’s Voice, which aims to collect as many signatures from Israelis and Palestinians as pos- sible for a peace plan guidelines that he established with Palestinian professor Sari Nusseibeh. Before retiring, Ayalon served as the director of Shin Bet (Israel’s internal security service), the commander of the Israeli Navy, and a commando with Flotilla 13, Israel’s equivalent of the US Navy SEALs. Ayalon also served as a Knesset member for the Labor party from 2006 to 2009.

"The PLO used violent tactics mainly to achieve global awareness, garner recognition for a Palestinian national identity, and increase membership."

Effects of Militancy and Advocacy

Effects of Militancy

The PLO used violent tactics mainly to achieve global awareness, garner recognition for a Palestinian national identity, and increase membership. All of these effects benefitted PLO goals and did not directly affect the PLO’s progress towards its outcome goals. Fatah’s mission of nationalist armed resistance rap- idly became popular in the late 1960s, causing a boom in membership and a quick rise to primacy within the Palestinian diaspora. Fatah’s first high-profile, successful use of force was its defense of the village of Karamah. In March 1968, after a series of smaller attacks on guerilla posts in Jordan, Israel launched an attack on Karamah, which held much of Fatah’s com- mand network. Israel’s force was 15,000 strong, and Fatah only had 300 fighters. However, Fatah was pre- pared, it was in familiar territory, and it had access to Jordanian artillery. Fatah successfully defended the vil- lage, albeit with heavy casualties (about 120 killed).26 As stories of the encounter spread throughout Arab news media, much of the Arab world began to see Fatah as a champion for them all. Armed resistance suddenly seemed like a viable option for combating Zionism, which sparked a huge uptick in membership. Fatah received an estimated 5,000 new volunteer applications in just the 48 hours following the defense of Karamah.27 By 1970 new guerilla groups were spraying up every- where, and Fatah and other Palestinian militant groups had trained between 30,000 and 50,000 fighters just in Jordan.28 Fatah’s boosted membership from specific nence; increased armed resistance closely follows Abrahms’ theory on the efficacy of violent insurgence. Israel’s responses to PLO attacks also conformed well to Abrahms’ classification of states’ violent overreactions to insurgence, further fueling the PLO’s membership growth. For example, in the months after the 1967 war, Fatah tried to establish guerilla networks in the West Bank. In response, Israel ‘demolished the houses of suspected guerilla sympathizers, imposed rigid and
The Dawson’s Field hijackings were seen as a public relations coup for the PLO.

They succeeded in that but without making progress in attaining rights for the Palestinian people or winning liberation. The PLO’s success in boosting membership and getting media attention through violent tactics allowed the PLO to avoid the hurdle of pitching and matching its cause in the way that more traditional social movements do. The PLO did not have to climb its way to a spot in the competitive arena of global media movements because it instead demanded the attention of the world. Additionally, the PLO did not have to match its goals to patrons. Before 1988, the PLO maintained its hardline goals, which included eradicating the state of Israel and the Zionist movement. While this goal would once have been considered achievable, by the time the PLO emerged as the leader for the Palestinian people, it was clear that Israel’s statehood was very secure. Abrams would likely argue that the PLO used the strategic strengths of violent insurgency to overcome one of the more challenging obstacles faced by social movements acting within TANs.

Effects of Advocacy

Transnational advocacy has been an integral part of the PLO since its conception, and it slowly built a wide coalition of supporters over the years, working through a variety of TANs. The PLO’s network started with Arab states, then expanded to China, Russia, Eastern Bloc states, some African countries, American activists, and international organizations such as the UN. Some of these supporters, including the UN, supported the Palestinian right to self-determination and the repatriation of Palestinian refugees but did not support armed resistance or the elimination of Zionism. The PLO obtained these supporters by working through TANs focused on pan-Arab solidarity, transnational solidarity, leftist ideology, anti-American imperialism, and human rights frameworks, to name a few. As veteran Fatah organizer Hani al-Hassan said in 1980, “In the Palestinian arena, we should not forget that the armed struggle sows while the political struggle reaps.” The entire Arab world supported the Palestinian cause before the PLO was even created, so it is not surprising that this bloc of countries has consistently been the PLO’s staunchest supporter. The PLO has based itself in Jordan, Lebanon, and Tunisia at various points in its development, and each country has provided active support for the group. Other Arab states, such as Saudi Arabia, consistently supplied arms to the PLO. These states also helped to expand the PLO’s circle of influence. For example, Egyptian President Nasser introduced Arafat to Soviet leadership in 1968, which led to a sustained relationship between the PLO and the USSR in which the USSR provided lasting support. Additionally, the PLO independently established an indispensable diplomatic relationship with China. The first contact between China and Palestinian advocates occurred around the same time as the PLO’s founding in 1964. Relations were first established with the Chinese Committee for Afro-Asian Solidarity (CCAAS). PLO leadership also met with China during their first trip to Beijing and established a permanent mission in the city. Advocates pitched the Palestinian cause as a native people engaged in a “popular struggle” against Israel and US imperialism. This narrative meshed with the ideology behind Mao’s Cultural Revolution, which supported leftist politics, subversion of US imperialism, and transracial solidarity. China started as one of the PLO’s most important supporters in 1964, but by the early 1970s, when the PLO had developed a more diverse support network, China’s importance had decreased. China specifically supported the PLO’s mission of armed resistance and sent an estimated $5 million in arms to Palestinians between 1965 and 1969 alone. The Dawson's Field Massacre - Wikipedia, (Avishai Teicher via Wikimedia Commons)
The PLO’s relationship with China is an example of its layered tactics at work, in which it used advocacy to strengthen its firepower. The PLO’s second major non-Arab patron was the Soviet Union, which was also actively courted by PLO leadership. Fatah leaders fostered links with the Soviet Union after being introduced through Egyptian President Nasser. Regular communication resulted in an official PLO delegation, led by Arafat, visiting Moscow for the first time in 1970.55 The Soviet Union’s rhetoric in support of the PLO was strong, but their action was lacking. For example, the Soviets gave a stern warning to Israel in response to Israel’s invasion of Lebanon in 1982, implying that the USSR would defend Lebanon and the PLO. However, this material backing never appeared.51 Strong language without material follow-through was common among sup -porters of the PLO, and that significantly hampered the PLO’s ability to influence Israel. In this instance, the Soviets were cautious of their stance with the PLO due to their rivalry with China, and the Soviets did not want to back the same group as Mao. The Soviets were more reformist, hoping the PLO would join peace talks in phases, while Mao was a hardline revolutionary.56 Soviet support for Palestinians was also clearly self-interested, as opposed to Mao’s more ostensibly principled stance.51

Finally, the PLO gained support from civil society groups worldwide, with particularly high-profile activity in the US. Arafat pitched the Palestinian cause as a “Third World” struggle as early as 1969, when in an official PLO delegation in the US, he addressed revolutionaries in Africa, Asia and Latin America, stating that “our struggle is part and parcel of every struggle against imperialism, injustice, and oppression in the world.”55 The PLO began to develop a close relationship with the Association of Arab-American University Graduates (AAUG) in the late 1970s, which proved very helpful in building a coalition of American activists. The AAUG successfully pitched the Palestinian struggle to a diverse set of communities that also grappled with racism, imperialism, and colonialism.52 As a result, the PLO found American allies in the form of young Black Americans, Africans, South Asians and other “global Third World” communities.55 In 1979, a delegation of Black American leaders and media representatives visited the PLO in Lebanon, met with Arafat, and vocally supported the Palestinian cause.55 The delegation was led by Jack O’Dell, a prominent member of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) and the head of Pacifica Radio. The PLO’s communication with American activists was an instance of the PLO attempting to employ what Keck and Sikkink would call the boomerang effect, wherein an organization that is suppressed in its home country relies on advo-cacy groups in more democratic countries to pres-sure their governments into intervening.56 However, despite the broad base of allies within the “Third World,” transracial solidarity, and human rights TANs, the PLO did not achieve the level of support it wanted. The Soviets were more reformist, hoping the PLO would strengthen its firepower. As the PLO grew its base of supporters both within the Palestinian diaspora and throughout the world, it increasingly gained legitimacy. One by one, states and non-state actors began making statements supporting Palestinians’ right to self-determination.55 Most importantly, the PLO reached a threshold of support in 1974 in which they gained official legitimacy both through the Arab League and through the UN. The Arab League recognized the PLO as the sole representative for the Palestinian people, and the UN General Assembly granted the PLO status as a “permanent observer.”55 While these accomplishments were only the first steps on the PLO’s long and unfinished road to Palestinian statehood, they marked the beginning of real progress.55

Renouncing Violence: A Strategic Move

While violence was integral to making the PLO prominent enough to act as a negotiating partner with Israel, the PLO then had to renounce violence in order to have any positive influence on Israel’s calculations. As long as it was a terror-ist organization, there would be no negotiations. The PLO slowly started moving away from armed resistance and focused more on diplomacy after it had been expelled from Lebanon in 1982 and no longer had a good staging ground for armed strikes.55 This move away from violence did not become official until 1988. Amid the First Intifada, a popular Palestinian uprising in the occupied territories of Gaza and the West Bank, the Palestinian National Council signed a document known as the Palestinian Declaration of Independence, accepting the creation of a Palestinian state solely in the West Bank and Gaza, and renounc-ing violence. Arafat himself renounced violence and recognized the state of Israel two months later in an address to the UN.55 These two moves marked a dras-tic change in strategy within the PLO. The organiza-tion’s renunciation of violence along with its step back from infeasible goals characteristic of violent insur-gent organizations (e.g., the eradication of the Israeli state) lent it newfound legitimacy on the world stage. The PLO’s change in tactics first and foremost allowed previously hesitant countries to establish diplomatic relations with the PLO and broker peace talks. As Raja Shehadeh states, “The renunciation of violence allowed some like the Scandinavian countries to recognize the PLO and open diplomatic missions and provide funding for the Palestinian Authority.”56 Among these Scandinavian countries is Norway, which brokered the 1991 back-channel peace talks in which PLO and Israeli leadership spoke face-to-face for the first time, resulting in the Oslo Accords. Additionally, the renunciation of violence also led the US to feel more comfortable working directly with the PLO, and they began an official “dialogue” with the PLO shortly after.56 In giving up violence, the PLO could be seen as finally “matching” their cause, to use the language of Clifford Bob, in order to gain support from the UN, the US, and Scandinavian countries in addition to gaining recognition from Israel. The PLO’s move to get to the negotiating table also solidified its power in a moment when its authority as the leaders of the Palestinian movement was in danger. The PLO was based in Tunisia because it had been expelled from Lebanon when Israel invaded in 1982, and Israel had never allowed the PLO to keep any personnel in the Occupied Territories. Many Palestinians in the Occupied Territories felt disconnected from the PLO and felt that the PLO was not delivering results that improved their daily lives.55 The younger generation of Palestinians in the Occupied Territories decided to take matters into their own hands and began a popular uprising in 1987, which included mass peaceful protests, boycotts, and strikes, as well as violent riots and stone-throwing.55 This movement, which became known as the First Intifada, utilized layered strategies much like the PLO but with slightly different aims and more grassroots mobiliza-tion. The spike in activity inside Palestine challenged the PLO’s power, especially because the PLO could only operate remotely. The PLO faced harsh criticism and challenges from both moderate and radical Palestinian groups. Many Palestinians in the Occupied Territories disliked the PLO’s declining use of force and instead supported more militant organizations such as Hamas, Hamas, which countered the PLO’s secularism with Islamist ideology, gained massive popularity in Gaza soon after the start of the First Intifada, and the organi-zation took more extreme stances than the PLO in favor of violence against Israel. Conversely, more moderate factions of the Intifada pushed the PLO to renounce violence. As Ami Ayalon recounted, “they told [Arafat], look, you are sitting in Tunisia. You don’t know what is happening here. You don’t feel the humiliation, et cetera, et cetera, the daily occupation, and if you will not accept the idea of two states as the vision or the goal of the Fatah, we shall not recognize you as our leader.”55 Consequently, the PLO needed to get results soon to keep its primacy within the Palestinian arena, and the diplomatic feat of the Oslo peace process made that possible. While the PLO’s renunciation of violence allowed it to
achieve more through advocacy than ever before, the threat of violence from other Palestinian groups was still a vital aspect of its power. After the PLO renounced violence, the biggest threats to Israeli security were the Intifada and Hamas, neither of which the PLO could control from Tunisia. These threats are what drove the Israeli government to the negotiating table. As Ron Pandak, Israeli professor and one of the Oslo negotiators, recounted, “The Intifada is back, and violence is reaching new extremes … we sense that the matter is urgent. … we met with the PLO and discovered we had a partner.” Thus, even after the PLO had renounced violence, it still leveraged violence committed by other Palestinians to strengthen its diplomatic position with Israel.

Despite the advantages that came with the PLO reshaping its goals, this drastic shift did not come without consequences. While the PLO gained legitimacy internationally, they lost legitimacy in the eyes of many Palestinians. To the Palestinian people, armed resistance and the goal of a Palestinian state that encompassed all of Israel-Palestine were still integral aspects of their cause. Arab opposition labeled Arafat a traitor to the Palestinian cause, and threats were made on his life.68 Israeli violence against Palestinians also did not slow, and multiple high-profile massacres occurred in the Occupied Territories during the Oslo peace process. The continued bloodshed provoked Palestinian outrage and disappointment in the PLO. As Mahmoud al-Zahar, co-founder of Hamas, stated in an interview at the time, “People now are totally convinced with the attitude of Hamas after the massacres. … [Fatah is] going to lose much of the support of the people who believed in Fatah at the time. … yes, everybody is angry actually, and it is expected for revenge.”69 Another aspect of the PLO’s lost legitimacy in the eyes of Palestinians was its acceptance of the terrorist label. After Arafat announced his speech to the UN in 1988, Palestinian advocate and lawyer Raja Shehadeh noted, “I believe that by submitting to the Israeli terminology of calling legitimate resistance to the occupation terrorism, the PLO lost legitimacy and effectiveness as a liberation movement.”70

Renouncing Violence: Timing

The PLO could have handled the timing of its renunciation of violence better. If the PLO had given up violence sooner, then it would have come to the negotiating table in a much stronger position, and it might have obtained more concessions from Israel. The organization was at its strongest in the mid-1970s when it was based in a country that bordered Israel, it had a target state that had been granted observer status by the United Nations, it had political and economic support from virtually all Arab states and the USSR (among others), and it nominated Yasser Arafat, the undisputed leader of the Palestinian people.71 Once the PLO’s mission was recognized internationally, violent tactics stopped serving the organization’s goals. The PLO’s case suggests that the timing of a transition from violence to nonviolence in a layered strategy is key. Further research is needed on cases of transition from violence to nonviolence in order to determine patterns in successful transitions. However, it seems that the optimal time to transition is after the organization has obtained international recognition but before the target state is provoked into a full military offensive. While the completion of the Oslo plan eventually fell through, it was for reasons beyond the PLO’s control and did not reflect on the PLO’s use of advocacy or violence. Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, who led the Israeli side of the Oslo peace process, was assassinated in 1995 by an Israeli national. Right-wing Likud party member Benjamin Netanyahu succeeded Rabin as Prime Minister, beating the moderate Labor party candidate by a razor-thin margin in the next election. Netanyahu had no interest in peace talks with the PLO, and the Oslo peace process quickly fell apart. Despite this disappointing end to Oslo and the weak negotiating position of the PLO, the movement’s accomplishment of getting to the negotiating table with Israel was substantial because it meant that Israel, the US, and all of Israel’s other allies finally accepted both the validity of the PLO’s leadership and the existence of a Palestinian nationality.

Conclusion

The PLO began as the leader of an unrecognized people, with only a handful of state allies. It used violence to accomplish process goals such as gaining global attention and boosting its membership. Simultaneously, it used advocacy to expand its circle of allies and shape the narrative surrounding the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Each of these strategies countered the other’s weaknesses and offered untapped strengths that propelled the PLO towards its goals. However, given that the PLO could not attain its goal of Palestinian self-governance through force, it eventually renounced violence and focused solely on advocacy to achieve its outcome goals. The focus on advocacy allowed the PLO to gain channels of communication with countries that had been otherwise reluctant to engage. This led to the PLO finally getting Israel to come to the negotiating table. The PLO gained more by using strategies of both violence and advocacy than it would have with just one or the other. Breaking down the PLO’s different strategies provides insight into its layered approach, but the analysis does have limitations. First, it is nearly impossible to truly isolate two different tactics when they are employed simultaneously with the same end goals. While my analysis had a clear methodology for analyzing the direct repercussions of specific acts taken by the PLO, each strategy continuously influenced the other, as demonstrated by China’s diplomatic relations with the PLO and its lasting commitment to supply arms.

Second, the PLO did not have complete agency over its fate. Its achievements or lack thereof were sometimes due to other actors’ decisions that were beyond its control. Most importantly, as long as Israel maintains its material dominance over Palestinians, it will hold tremendous power over the PLO as a movement.80 Despite these limitations, there is still much to learn from examining the PLO’s layered approach.

The PLO had several qualities that made it successful as an organization that used both advocacy and violence. First, the movement developed a well-defined, principled goal (the creation of a Palestinian state in historic Palestine) coupled with a mission of armed resistance, which streamlined the organization’s varied strategies into one cohesive ideology. Second, the organization had the ability to manage the struggle, making its violent tactics an appropriate way to advocate for its stakeholders. Finally, it transitioned away from violence once its process goals had been
adequately met (although the PLO might have benefited from transitioning earlier). While further research is needed to establish a pattern of efficacy in organizations with layered strategies, the above qualities could be used as a jumping-off point for future social movements that wish to pursue a layered approach.

Future research on groups layered strategies in both advocacy and violence could explore whether the mechanisms described in this paper are present in similar organizations, such as the Irish Republican Army or Hezbollah. Both of these groups were founded as principled non-state actors with ideologies of armed resistance who eventually renounced violence and transitioned to become political parties. The relative success or failure of their strategies in achieving process goals and outcome goals could be evaluated in comparison to the PLO’s history in order to establish general indicators for a movement’s efficacy.
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Standing before the League of Nations in December of 1931, the prominent Iraqi Jew Sassoon Hesqel declared “the Jews regard themselves as Iraqis and do not claim any minority rights.” As Minister of Finance to Iraq’s King Faisal, Sassoon Hesqel—or Sassoon Effendi, the Middle Eastern bureaucratic appellation by which he was also known—represents the zenith of Jewish integration into the Iraqi state. Despite the relative wealth and literacy that set them apart, Iraqi Jews like Sassoon were eager to participate in the new Iraqi state as Iraqis, and they managed to do so for the brief period of the British Mandate, though not fully. Sassoon Hesqel’s
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and other Iraqi Jews felt about Zionism and how their new state. Part Four will discuss how Sassoon Hesqel all but forgotten in Iraq's foundational narratives.

This paper primarily draws on the scholarship of historians like Orit Bashkin, Moshe Gat and Jonathan Sciarcon, as well as the primary source letters of Gertrude Bell, to place Hesqel's life in the milieu of Iraqi Jews in the Mandate period. This paper will have five parts: Part One will be a background tracing the broad strokes of Sassoon's life and fitting it into the story of Mesopotamia under the Ottoman Empire leading up to the formation of Iraq. Part Two will examine the role of superior education in both Sassoon's life and the lives of Iraqi Jews in the Early Iraqi state. Part Three will analyze Sassoon's and Iraqi Jews' professions of 'Iraqi-ness' and 'Arab-ness' as they dealt with questions of national identity in their new state. Part Four will discuss how Sassoon and other Iraqi Jews felt about Zionism and how they negotiated their relationship with Zionism as its tensions aggravated divisions in Iraqi society. Part Five will be a conclusion.

Background

When Sassoon Hesqel joined King Faisal's government in 1921, a whirlwind of change overtook the land from the port of Basra to the Mesopotamian highlands touching Anatolia—what would become Iraq. The Jewish population of the region is traditionally thought to have existed there since the times of the biblical Babylonian captivity. The Ottoman Empire captured Mesopotamian lands from the Safavid Empire in Iran at the beginning of the 16th century and fought for the control of Baghdad with the Safavids until 1636, when the Ottomans solidified control for the duration of their empire's existence. Under Ottoman rule, the lands of modern Iraq were separately governed in three vilayets, or administrative districts—Mosul in the north, Baghdad in the center, and Basra on the southern coast. That development is significant for this paper's discussion because Jews in the northern vilayet lived among Kurds and thus lived different experiences than the Jews of mostly Arab Basra and Baghdad, the latter of which this paper will principally focus on. In 1839—soon after the Sultan managed to reestablish direct control over Mesopotamia—Ottoman governors implemented the centralizing Tanzimat reforms in the region, consolidating the Jewish community under a Chief Rabbi in Baghdad and creating administrative councils which occasionally included Jews. The stability and modernization introduced by the Tanzimat reforms and the sustained effects of urban migration transformed Baghdad's Jewish community from a poor community that composed only three percent of the city to an affluent one representing thirty-five percent of the city.

Near the end of the Tanzimat period—which concluded in 1876—Sassoon Hesqel was born in Baghdad in 1860 to Rabbi Hesqel, a distant relative of the Sassoon family, which had capitalized on Mesopotamia's convenient location in the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean trade network and built a merchant empire that included outposts in the British imperial cities of Bombay, Rangoon, and Shanghai as well as London. Sassoon Hesqel received primary education at a school of the Alliance Israélite Universelle (AIU), a French organization dedicated to uplifting ‘backwards’ and less fortunate Jewish communities in Eastern Europe, the Middle East, and North Africa.7 In the company of his relative Menachem Salih—who had been elected a parliamentary deputy for the vilayet of Baghdad during the brief First Constitutional Period starting in 1876—Sassoon proceeded to Istanbul to continue his education at the Sultan's School and later attended the Diplomatic College in Vienna before obtaining a law degree in Istanbul and then returning to Baghdad to work as a translator in the consular services.8 During the Tanzimat era and the First Constitutional Period, a new ideology of ‘Ottomanism’ spread throughout the empire, based on a shared patriotic allegiance to the state and compatriots regardless of religious, ethnic, or linguistic affiliation. Sassoon came of age and entered the bureaucracy in this milieu of patriotic equality. In 1908, a secret organization of young dissident army officers who called themselves the Committee of Union and Progress (CUP) led a constitutional rebellion, forcing Sultan Abdulhamid II to reconstitute the parliament he had closed in 1878.9 Sassoon Hesqel won election as one of Baghdad's parliamentary deputies, and served in that position through 1918, even chairing the parliamentary budget committee. The historian Orit Bashkin writes about the enthusiasm for a non-sectarian revival of Ottomanism that the CUP revolution inspired in imperial minorities, reflected by Jewish participation in non-sectarian political organizations and their organization of an Ottoman Jewish military academy to prepare for the previously unheard-of development of Jewish military service.10 Nevertheless, the ‘Turko-centric’ instincts of the ‘Young Turks’ who led the CUP alienated imperial minorities and pushed Baghdad's Jews, Christians, and Muslims towards the Arab nationalism that had been building since the reign of Abdulhamid II.11

In 1914, the Ottoman Empire joined World War I on the side of the German Empire and Austria-Hungary, setting into motion the events that would give birth to the Kingdom of Iraq. As conscription, hunger, and violence consumed Mesopotamia, some officers from the region defected to the British-sponsored Arab Revolt led by Sharif Hussein of Mecca of the Hashemite family and his sons.12 While the Arabs expected independence at the conclusion of the war, Britain and France split the lands of the Ottoman Empire among themselves under the authority of League of Nations mandates, which theoretically tasked the British and French with preparing peoples not able “to stand by themselves under the strenuous conditions of the modern world” for independence.13 The proposed British Mandate of Mesopotamia consisted of the former Ottoman vilayets of Mosul, Baghdad, and Basra. After a 1920 revolt challenging direct British rule in their Mandate of Mesopotamia, British colonial officials convened the 1921 conference in Cairo to resolve imperial issues in the Middle East. With the nominal input of a few local notables, including Sassoon Hesqel, the British put forth the Hashemite Prince Faisal—son of Sharif Hussein—as nominee to rule Iraq, and, shortly afterwards, they confirmed him as King of Iraq through plebiscite. From 1921 to 1932, the British held the mandate for Iraq but ruled indirectly through King Faisal.14 Though professing reluctance to continue in politics, Sassoon Hesqel capitulated to the requests of his friend, British Middle Eastern political officer Gertrude Bell, and accepted the position of Minister of Finance in Faisal's new government.

Jewish Education in Baghdad

The European-style ‘modern’ education offered to Baghdad's Jewish children in the schools of the Alliance Israélite Universelle propelled them to elevated positions in business and Mandatory bureaucracy over their Muslim and Christian compatriots. Prior to the 1860s, primary education principally happened through religious

"Though professing reluctance to continue in politics, Sassoon Hesqel ... accepted the position of Minister of Finance in Faisal's new government."
establishments. The first AIU school in Baghdad opened in December of 1864—four years after Sassoon Hesqel's birth—representing the first Jewish school in Greater Baghdad and the first publicly funded primary school in Mesopotamia. Initially, students came from poor Jewish families which could not afford a religious education for their children, but elite families quickly realized the value of the secular Alliance education, and rich Jewish children soon joined the student body. Based in France and founded by the leading French Jew Adolph Génossens, the Alliance schools used French as the language of instruction, but Baghdad's Alliance school offered particularly strong English courses compared to other schools because of Baghdadi Jews' strong ties to the British Empire. The strong command of European languages possessed by Mesopotamian Jews—supported by their modern Alliance education—supported their virtual monopoly over imports and exports in the region towards the end of the 19th century through to the inception of the League of Nations.

However, as tensions over Zionism bled over into Iraq, Iraqi Jews explicitly declared their opposition to Zionism but could not stave off the flood of anti-Jewish sentiment that the Palestinian question caused. As early as 1909, Sassoon Hesqel expressed to a Zionist reporter that there was "hardly any unity between Jews of different nations"—and thus no such grievances of Jews could be "genuine political activity…was out of bounds." And despite their proliferation in the bureaucracy, they could not join the Ministries of Defense or Foreign Affairs—two critical organs of foreign policy-making. Sassoon's achievement of serving as Minister of Finance belies the tragedy that he was the only Jewish cabinet minister in Iraq's history—in a country where Jews made up a plurality of the capital's residents alongside communities of Sunnis, Shi'a, and Christians. The de facto ban on Jewish participation in the elements of the nation in which the state interacted with other states—the legislature, Ministry of Defense, and Ministry of Foreign Affairs—raises doubts about the extent to which Iraqi Jews were perceived as loyal Iraqis, let alone loyal Arabs. The well-known petition for British citizenship from 56 prominent Jews when British forces marched into Baghdad, as well as the closeness of Jews to the British administration—Sassoon was a friend and ally of the British officers making Iraq policy and had relatives in England—likely led to the perception that Jews were not as loyal to Iraq as other ethnic and religious groups. The 1925 Constitution of Iraq set out in Article 13 that "Iraq is a secular state" and "the state," so although Jews aspired for a non-sectarian state and conceptualized themselves as full Iraqis, the state established the basic supremacy of Islam from the start.

Reckoning with Zionism

Iraqi Jews conceptualized 'Arab-ness' as distinct from Islam and aspired for the 'Iraqi' national identity to have no religious dimensions. This conceptization prompted Sassoon Hesqel to claim before the League of Nations that "the Jews regard themselves as Iraqis and do not claim any minority rights." Sassoon points out that by around the Second Ottoman Constitutional Period in 1908, Jews had moved from publishing in Hebrew to publishing in Arabic and Ottoman Turkish. Looking at a Hebrew spelling table from 1910, Bashkin notes that not only did Baghdadi Jews write in Arabic but they also spoke and thought in Arabic rather than the Hebrew-script vernacular Judeo-Arabic of a few decades prior. The leading Jewish newspapers of Baghdad, Al-Misbah and Al-Hasid, called for an Arab renaissance, publishing the thoughts of leading Arab reformers like the Muslim reformer Muhammad Abduh. In one instance, the Grand Rabbi of Baghdad presented King Faisal with a copy of the Talmud, and Faisal gave a speech at the Grand Rabbi's residence in which he expressed to the Jewish and Christian leaders in the audience that "Nationalism does not have anything to do with Muslims, Christians, or Jews, but with an entity called Iraq." This specific episode evokes the Abbasid Era, in which Christian and Jewish scholars worked side by side with Muslim scholars in the House of Wisdom in the Caliph's cosmopolitan capital of Baghdad. Holding that their community traced back to the pre-Islamic Babylonian captivity, the Jews of Baghdad could believe that Iraqi culture had shaped them and they had shaped Iraqi culture over two and a half millennia just as much as Iraq's Muslim population had. In speaking Arabic, writing in Arabic, and joining in the discussions of Arab-Islamic reformism, the Iraqi Jewish community acted no differently than the Iraqi Muslim community, because these were Iraqi Arab issues and they saw themselves as Iraqi Arabs. Despite the aspirations to equality and the promises made by the constitution, Iraqi society maintained a ceiling on Jews' political participation. Their allotted representation in the legislature was marginal and "genuine political activity…was out of bounds." And despite their proliferation in the bureaucracy, they could not join the Ministries of Defense or Foreign Affairs—two critical organs of foreign policy-making. Sassoon's achievement of serving as Minister of Finance belies the tragedy that he was the only Jewish cabinet minister in Iraq's history— in a country where Jews made up a plurality of the capital's residents alongside communities of Sunnis, Shi'a, and Christians. The de facto ban on Jewish participation in the elements of the nation in which the state interacted with other states—the legislature, Ministry of Defense, and Ministry of Foreign Affairs— raises doubts about the extent to which Iraqi Jews were perceived as loyal Iraqis, let alone loyal Arabs. The well-known petition for British citizenship from 56 prominent Jews when British forces marched into Baghdad, as well as the closeness of Jews to the British administration—Sassoon was a friend and ally of the British officers making Iraq policy and had relatives in England—likely led to the perception that Jews were not as loyal to Iraq as other ethnic and religious groups. The 1925 Constitution of Iraq set out in Article 13 that "Iraq is a secular state," so although Jews aspired for a non-sectarian state and conceptualized themselves as full Iraqis, the state established the basic supremacy of Islam from the start.
once-prosperous Jewish community of Iraq had almost evaporated by 1952.”

to adopt the same model of coexistence as Jews and Muslims in Iraq—that is, one that was decidedly tilted de jure in favor of Muslims but prosperous and peaceful for Jews.34

After the 1929 Palestinian revolt, however, exiled Palestinian anti-Zionists carried their anti-Semitism with them to Iraq, beginning a decade of reversed fortunes for Iraqi Jews. After independence in 1932, the government allowed nationalist organizations to develop, often led by expatriates from Palestine and Syria who represented virulent Arabism that portrayed Jews as Zionists and fifth columnists supporting the British.35 The most prominent anti-Zionist (and also virulently antisemitic) exile was Haji Amin al-Husseini, a Palestinian leader who fled to Iraq after the massive Palestinian revolt of 1936. By 1934—one year after Faisal’s death and two after Sassoon’s—Iraqi ministries had fired “scores of Jewish civil servants,” with hundreds of dismissals following in 1936.36 It seems that in the absence of both the British and the relatively tolerant Faisal, nationalist ministers during the period of regency for Faisal’s young son finally allowed the poisonous tensions elsewhere in the Arab world to infiltrate Iraq and government policy. Simultaneously with the import of these Arab-Zionist tensions, Nazi propaganda began to filter through Iraqi society through the efforts of German consul in Baghdad Fritz Grobba. Grobba published Mein Kampf in Arabic, and his message penetrated particularly to the officer class, some of whom formed a society known as the Golden Square that overthrew the government during World War II and allied Iraq with Germany.37 In the brief anarchy after British soldiers hold after Sassoon’s death. Though to Jews it might have seemed that Iraq could have been a diverse and tolerant state where all minorities could coexist with equal rights, in hindsight, the very attributes that helped Jews to prosper probably foretold the demise of the Iraqi Jewish community. Their close relationship with Britain and their dominance in the commercial life of Iraq meant that a reckoning was due eventually. Sadly, that reckoning occurred far earlier than elites like Sassoon Hesqel could have anticipated because of the tensions from Zionism, and it had the absolute effect of evicting the long-settled Jewish community from Iraq.
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Following the Iranian Revolution in 1979, Ruhollah Khomeini, the first Supreme Leader of post-revolutionary Iran, began the process of completely rebranding society, starting with women. Gone were the miniskirts and working women of the Shah’s era; instead, posters of women in hijabs raising children or holding guns were placed in cemeteries or made into murals or stamps, creating a backdrop that continuously emphasized who was acceptable within the new Iran, and who was not. Fueling this campaign was the Iran-Iraq War, which created the need for willing soldiers; mothers became the perfect target, and the regime made raising pious martyrs a social and a religious expectation, promising glory in heaven for those who obeyed. Women were also the perfect motivation for these young soldiers. Placing the honor and traditions of society on women not only creates the burden of performance but also gives the men a clear...
and immediate reason to fight: everyone has a mother, sister, or wife to protect. By inundating society with images asserting and supporting these narratives and expectations, the regime controlled the image of women and their place in society.

Within conflict, certain narratives emerge that focus on women as victims, active participants, and civilians in the war.2,3,4 Images and videos can serve as propaganda tools, especially during times of conflict, both to create and maintain heroes, martyrs, or popular narratives that support their goals.5 For example, governments or organizations can frame civilians who died during attacks as soldiers who died for their country, organization, or beliefs, even if those civilians had little military or political involvement while they were alive.6 For example, Israeli and Palestinian forces increasingly portray those civilians as mother who were being raped and sold into captivity.7 Likewise, discourse surrounding the Palestinian conflict is highly gendered, with official documents and speeches referring to the “rape of the mother” country and the need to protect “feminized” Palestine from “masculinized” Zionism.8 As Irving mentions, while this narrative may confer a certain value on women, it does not give them agency and limits them to stereotypical gender roles. Examples of women in conflict – from suicide bombers to protesters – provide context for how these gendered expectations may clash with reality. While there is a certain amount of respect for some of the women who choose to assume more violent or combative roles, like Leila Khaleel, many of the women involved in the Palestinian struggle face social resistance.9 While there was a level of respect and idolization of these women, there was also recognition at the community level that they were not “good Arab women.”10 Different organizations have made efforts to include discussions of gender issues and incorporate a variety of viewpoints, although women still face more protest when joining resistance groups than men.11 Once inducted, they are treated differently by the media and society, with articles and commentary often focusing more on their sexuality and appearance than on their actions.12 Even as they fight for resist, they are stripped of their characteristics, motivations, and intellect, reduced to sexist stereotypes or passive pawns.

Alternatively, during the Arab Spring beginning in 2010, female organizers and activists led many of the protests and online propaganda movements.13 During the movement, Al Jazeera featured many photos of women in their news reports, and when there were both men and women in the photos, women were the focal point, not just the majority of the time.14 Furthermore, not only were they the focal point, but they were portrayed as active participants instead of passive observers.15 Tawakkul Karman, for example, became both a major figure in the National Women’s Union and a “mother of the revolution,” a symbol for the women who participated in the protests in many Arab nations and a very public face for the movement.16 Utilizing Images of Religious Women during Conflict in Iran

Thus far I have established that women are generally characterized as mothers and bearers of the community honor and identity, occasionally bearing an active role in conflict but more often cast as passive participants or victims. In this section, I discuss the literature surrounding depictions specifically of religious women in Iran. Religion is often a market used to identify a “good” woman vs. a “bad” woman, or to indicate certain values or behaviors encouraged by the state or society more broadly. Additionally, religious and political authorities often view women as central to the process of regulating society, and therefore by regulating images of women, they are able to emphasize certain narratives important to preserving their power.17 In many countries, especially those where religious authorities and structures are highly visible in the social sphere, the manipulated representations of religious female figures as role models is a common theme.

Due to these dynamics, Iran presents an interesting case study. During the Pahlavi regime, the ideal Iranian woman was very similar to the image of the ideal Western woman as the regime pushed a narrative of liberalization and secularization.18 In fact, at one point the Shah banned veils in public spaces.
“Religious and political figures often view women as central to the process of regulating society, and therefore by regulating images of women, they are able to emphasize certain narratives important to preserving their power.”

as a way to signal a shift in social values toward “modernity,” while Khomeini emphasized a return to more traditional values using the image and honor of women as a signifier for that of the community.30 During this time, the story and characters of the Battle of Karbala became important reference points for political, ethical, and cultural values.31 While women (even pious women) were generally ignored in these stories, there are two women who came to symbolize the ideal Muslim woman during the revolution: Fatima, daughter of the Prophet Mohammad, and her daughter, Zaynab, both of whom were present at the Battle of Karbala. The most common narratives of the Battle of Karbala focus on the grandson of the Prophet Mohammad, Hoseyn, and his battle against the tyrannical Umayyad caliph, Yazid. Hoseyn and his supporters sought to return to more traditional values using the image and honor of women as a signifier for that of the community.

Fatima opposed the corrupt elite of her time and was willing to sacrifice her personal happiness in order to achieve her goals.32 However, as the revolution developed, the narrative shifted focus from Fatima to her daughter, Zaynab. The regime downplayed Zaynab’s role as a more active revolutionary and focused on her place as a loyal supporter. She was held up as a model of sacrifice, bravery, and martyrdom, and while women were not permitted to participate in the fighting, she supported the troops from the sidelines.33 Wearing her hijab, Zaynab willingly martyred her brother and two sons during the battle while criticizing other women who tried to accompany the troops in battle.34 She even criticized Yazid for allowing the women to be seen by strange men without the presence of brothers or fathers during their capture, emphasizing the social expectations of proper religious dress and behavior. Zaynab is also renowned for her healing powers, further supporting the idea of women as caretakers, especially for those who have returned from conflict.35 Calling on the imagery and characters from the Battle of Karbala reminds men and women that their duty is to martyrs themselves or their children for God—and for Khomeini.36

After the revolution in Iran, religious depictions of women continued to play an important role in society. A female commando unit called the Sisters of Zaynab patrolled the streets, targeting women who were dressed “immodestly” and going so far as to beat them or burn them with acid if they were not dressed appropriately.37 The expectation that women would willingly send their sons, husbands, and fathers, and brothers off to war, thereby becoming the “quintessential martyrs,”38 became both a social and religious duty.39 Beginning in 1980, government actors distributed posters throughout the country featuring women modeling the proper style of hijab while promoting the war with Iraq.40 The image of the chador itself carried symbolic meaning, conveying a dedication to the community and overshadowing differences in class, ethnicity, and religion.41 The regime also made efforts to fuse or link the hijab with the concept of jihad, with the word hejab (a combination of the two) appearing on stamps depicting drawings of women in hijabs or other garments. It was supported by images of Fatima, emphasizing the historical “compatible nature of militancy and the hijab.”42 Other factors impact the image and myth of who constitutes a “good woman.” After the revolution, capitalists and upper-class business owners found themselves under attack as the government nationalized large businesses and seized property, and as rural peasants took over land,43 aligning with anti-Western and anti-liberal sentiments. Afghan immigrants were also subject to a level of discrimination and suspicion that other minority groups, like Kurdish or Azerbaijani Iranians, were not.44 Sunni Muslims suffered during the Iran-Iraq War (1980-1989) as Sunni-majority Iraq became the enemy, exacerbated by historic religious divisions.45 The regime also particularly targeted lower-income families who needed the income and whose sons were hoping to escape domestic (feminine) spaces;46 mothers in these families would have ensured their sons to join the military, while wealthier families would be less likely to encourage their sons to leave. Thus, the archetype of the myth of the “good woman” was not simply Muslim. It would have included Shi’a and anti-West/blue-collarsist women from the right ethnic background. The regime was not asking for children from all women, but rather children raised “correctly” in the right families with the right values, therefore awarding women who fit this archetype with a certain amount of power or privilege. Participation in the Iranian Revolution and the Iran-Iraq War was not solely motivated by religious beliefs, but also by social expectations, financial pressures, and familial needs.

In sum, images of religious women can be powerful tools used by different states and organizations to promote certain gender roles and expectations. Visual language is a particularly effective medium for transmitting ideas and promoting narratives, and those focused on women during conflict generally highlight certain themes. Images of religious women often refer to approved historical religious role models and their relationship to the martyred soldiers. Utilizing blood/red or Quranic script invokes the Battle of Karbala and the associated narratives and emotions.47 Not only do these depictions support nationalist and militaristic narratives, but they also convey societal and religious expectations of women. As such, this case study informs our understanding of the images and narratives used to convey government expectations for women during this time, and whether these efforts were effective and resulted in widespread change.

Methodology

In order more closely study some of the common myths and depictions of religious women in the Middle East, I analyze a collection of Iranian posters from the 1980s issued by the Iranian government’s Center for Islamic Thought and Art. I analyze how depictions of women differ from those of men and how religion factors into the posters and their impact, tying these themes to those discussed in the literature review. While there are 29 total posters in this collection (nine of which are duplicates of other posters in the collection), I have chosen to focus only on the nine posters that include women in some form. All include the caption “On the Occasion of the Week of the War,” which most likely refers to the yearly ceremonies commemorating the Iran-Iraq War, known also as the “Week of Holy Defense.”48 I refer to each of these posters by their poster number, title, and period from the Special Collections Research Center at the University of Chicago.49 Some of them include additional descriptions, including translations of depicted graffiti, which I may refer to and indicate in my analysis. It is also important to recognize that I am approaching these posters as an American unfamiliar with Persian and am examining these topics as outsider. This limits aspects of my analysis as there are cultural connotations I am unfamiliar with, and this unfamiliarity may affect how I interpret various
aspects of these posters. Nonetheless, my theoretical framework and the broader scholarship support the analysis I provide, and given the long-lasting effects of Khomeini’s efforts during this period, my findings remain relevant. As I discuss these posters in greater detail, I draw on communication theory and semiotics to identify signifiers, messages, and themes. I focus on the work of Roland Barthes, who expanded on Saussure’s analysis of denotation, including a consideration of connotation as well.58 For our purposes, denotation refers to what is present in the photograph or poster (a woman, a street, a particular leader, etc.). Connotation refers to how the context, the framing, and the colors used affect viewer interpretations of the message.59 Words, posters, and music all present connotations that are dependent or vary based on cultural or class background.60 For example, many posters include Arabic and Persian scripts, both of which are immediately recognizable, and one of which, Arabic, has deeply religious and sacred ties. This invokes an association of truth, religiosity, and obedience that affects how viewers consider and relate to the message of the poster.61 Connotations may also be used to promote what Barthes referred to as ‘‘myths,’’ or a society or culture’s way of looking at things and understanding them.62 Myths develop within societies and are influenced by and influence norms and social structures. They also naturalize meanings or norms, just as men’s more muscular bodies are used to naturalize their political power and women’s ability to carry children naturalizes their nurturing capacity.63 When examining political propaganda, it is important to consider how it appeals to the social norms and traditional values and structures present in society, and how these messages benefit those producing the media.

**Background Information**

Before beginning my analysis, I first provide some general information on the Iranian Revolution and how gender dynamics shifted throughout this period. During the Safavid dynasty (1501 – 1736), Shia Islam became the country’s official religion, and the clergy were established as a powerful religious institution.64 This religious authority was sustained until the Constitutional Revolution of 1906, after which began a secular period, which was marked by the privatization of Islam and an increasing Western influence.65 The Pahlavi dynasty (1925 – 1979) continued this trend until the revolution. The Shah began a campaign of modernization and Westernization, positioning traditionalism opposite the modern; to be modern, one had to reject tradition and religion.66 During this period, women gradually became more actively involved in politics and the public sphere.67 Reforms also took place in the realm of personal status and rights, giving women more freedom. However, the only women who experienced any real benefit were generally those in the upper classes.68 Even where the Pahlavi regime presented these rights, they served to modernize patriarchy rather than support gender equality.69

Through the 1970s, the regime’s focus on Westernization and modernization contributed to a spike in severe unrest, during which Khomeini gained a large following promoting Islamism and criticizing the regime.70 After the revolution succeeded, he re-institutionalized Shia Islam as the state religion and the clergy as the leading religious authority. Post-revolution, the opportunities available to women in the public sphere decreased, and the state began to emphasize the importance of raising children and remaining in the home. Khomeini created what Herdt refers to as a “sexual panic,” which capitalizes on social fears and a call for moral regulation in order to strip rights or opportunities away from a particular population.71 Khomeini focused on the plight of the Westernized Iranian woman and her moral and sexual failures as an opportunity not only to regenerate a sense of protective masculinity, but also to insert his own expectations for women and the wider community. These developments provide some context for the posters, which the Iranian government produced during a time of shifting social norms and expectations.

**Dominant Myths from the “Week of the War” Collection**

In my analysis of the nine posters below, I identify three main themes: women as martyrs, women as active participants, and the roles of women as supporting actors within the community. I discuss how each of these themes is implied within the content of the posters, and how the roles of women differ from those of men (if men are portrayed in the poster). Additionally, I connect these themes and representations to the broader scholarship on representations of women in conflict in order to situate them within the broader context of the revolution and beyond Iran.

**Myth 1: Women as the “Quintessential Martyrs”**

The first main myth present in this collection is that of women as the ultimate martyrs, willing to sacrifice their husbands and sons. Khomeini instilled the expectation that women would raise their children to become martyrs and educate them in religion, politics, and culture in order for them to be ready and willing to sacrifice themselves for the cause. The first poster, #77 in the collection, is a drawing of a...
mother wearing a hijab and helping her son study. A picture of a man, presumably her husband, sits on a shelf behind her, and a rifle leans against the wall. Her son is reading a book titled Anecdotes of Pious Men, written by Morteza Motahhari, which examines the lives of various Muslim leaders. She is wearing a hijab and clothing that covers most of her body, leaving only her hands and face uncovered. This is the ideal woman that Khomeini is promoting: a pious and married mother, indicated both by her son and the marriage band on her left hand. She is involved in her son’s education, with a strong focus on religion. Here, they are working through stories of the lives of religious Shi’i men, a direct reference to the affiliations of the government. We are also reminded of the conflict by the picture of her absent husband on the mantel and the rifle in the corner. She presents an image of the ultimate martyr, one who has lost or will lose her husband, and yet is a believer in the cause as she raises her son to do the same. Poster #71 similarly depicts a mother (again wearing a headscarf and long coat) encouraging her son to become a soldier and martyr. Accompanied by a wounded man holding a rifle (presumably her husband), she pushes her son forward toward a grenade. The red, hazy coloring has connotations of an apocalyptic warzone, and is also symbolically tied to the Battle of Karbala. Ayatollah Khomeini is present in the background, larger than life, indicating his position as the leader and as the main reference point in the conflict. On the one hand, he gazes toward the sky, leading the viewer to associate his cause with God, giving further justification and legitimacy to his orders. On the other hand, the woman is gazing down, perhaps at her son, and perhaps in grief. We see that while she is willing to sacrifice her family, she is also mourning her own loss while standing tall, evoking Fatima and Zaynab.

Poster #72 depicts several figures, including soldiers, a cleric, and a mother holding a child all pointing forward. Here, the mother is dressed in a chador, a garment that was linked to the concept of jihad and militancy by Khomeini. She stands behind the men, indicating that she is holding a supporting role in the conflict, especially as she is caring for her child. This also conveys the expectation that the men must protect her as they take the front line in the fight. Here, she metaphorically represents both the women in their lives and the motherland that they are fighting to protect. In addition, she holds a red rose, which is the national flower of Iran, demonstrating her support for the state cause. This presents a more “feminine” image; she does not hold a rifle, but rather a flower and a child, further supporting the myth of women as nurturers and caretakers. At the bottom, her chador fades into a depiction of a landscape, symbolizing the motherland and reminding the viewer what the various martyrs and supporters depicted on this poster are fighting for.

Poster #67 is one of the more obviously religiously coded posters from the collection. A woman is the focal point of the poster, wearing a chador that drapes over the body of a martyr in her arms. Above her, we see a faint white hand pointing with one finger upwards, toward God, signifying not only his presence but also his oneness (evoking “There is no god but God”). Behind her, we see Imam Hoseyn riding a horse while holding a sword and a Quran, flanked by the headless martyrs of Karbala. The reference to the Karbala narrative evokes very strong emotions and expectations, both for men and women. As we move down the length of the poster, the coloring transitions from white, which was used for the religious figures, to red (symbolic of Karbala) as we see men hanging, presumably martyrs executed for participating in the revolution. Below them on the left, fetuses encased in red tulips form a long line, and opposite them, on the other side of the woman, are soldiers marching. The positioning of each of these subjects connotes a woman’s womb in the way the chador hangs down and as the fetuses seem to lead into the soldiers marching out of frame. Her chador also forms a red tulip, which became a popular symbol during the revolution for the blood of martyrs and their rebirth.

Here, the woman is both in mourning for the faceless martyr she is carrying, literally, and for those that she (as a mother) will carry. The importance of her supporting role is emphasized by her placement in the center of the poster, and the black of her chador (which is in itself an important symbol) stands out against the dominant white and red present in the rest of the depiction. Below her, in between the two lines, lies a prayer mat, and inscribed around the border of the poster is the Surah al-Saff, which focuses on the importance of action in faith and the obligation of jihad, and is focused on the ranks in battle (al-Saff in Arabic literally translates to “line”). Not only is the conflict justified by the Quran and God, but sacrifice and martyrdom are portrayed as expected by religion. While the (pious) woman is the focal point of the poster, she is portrayed as more passive, mourning and supporting from the sidelines. The men, on the other hand, hold guns or swords or are hanged, indicating active participation and establishing a contrast between men and women. Within all of these posters, we have clear expectations laid out for what a “good” woman looks like and how she behaves, both privately and publicly.

Myth 2: Women as Active Participants
Another theme in two of the posters portrays women in a more active role as they hold guns or participate in protests. Poster #65 features a woman wearing a hijab in the foreground, drawn from the shoulders up, staring to the right as she holds a rifle. Behind her stand destroyed buildings, and the whole poster is in black and white, with the darkest section being that of...
the rifle, bringing focus to the weapon. While women were not expected to take up arms and actively participate in conflict, it was not unprecedented. Even Zaynab at one point joined the battle (although she was rebuked), and she is associated with fearlessness in similar posters. In these posters, the women are not Zaynab herself, but her “progeny,” and therefore are heroic women used to represent those following Zaynab’s example as she supported men on the sidelines of conflict, close enough to see it. Rather than emphasizing their motherhood or role as bearers of future generations, women in these posters are shown as fighters, supporters, embodying a fearless commitment to serve. If it comes down to it, women are expected to be willing to sacrifice themselves as well in service of the cause.

Poster #68 presents a much different image. The focal point is a massive fist crushing an Iraqi fighter jet with American and Soviet flags, rising from a group of men and women serving. If it comes down to it, women are expected to serve. If it comes down to it, women are expected to be willing to sacrifice themselves as well in service of the cause.

Myth 3: Roles of Women in the Community

The last set of posters are those that utilize a more community-centric theme. Poster #73 depicts a bakery where several members of the military or militia have gathered. They are reading a newspaper article featuring Khomeini, while graffiti on the table extols the strength and readiness of the army and the revolution. At the same time, the bakery is open for business as a woman carries a rifle and a child receives a loaf of bread. She seems to be accompanied by two other small children, a boy and a girl. The other woman in the poster is standing in the corner holding a rifle and seems to be aligned with the militia rather than present as a consumer. All three (possibly four, if we include the baby) of the women and girls present are wearing hijabs, and the women seem to be assuming supporting roles in the fight as both are holding firearms. The man peering out of the window indicates that there is a certain level of risk present, and so these women are in the middle of the conflict.

The role of the mother is especially interesting, as she is present not only as a caretaker but also as a protector, a role usually reserved for men.

This also implies that these women are active supporters in and for a community space that was used as a gathering place for revolutionaries. A bakery is not where one might imagine political gatherings, but here it seems that women can mingle, not only to shop, but to also exchange information and reaffirm support. In their roles as caretakers of the house, women are more likely to receive their information from places like bakeries. They will likely take it home, hear or discuss it, and pass it on to their children, husbands, and other women outside their household. She has also brought her children with her, inserting them into the revolutionary space as well. While women may not have been able to participate in discussions in cafes or mosques, more neutral spaces like bakeries provided an acceptable space for men and women to interact. A poster of the Ayatollah Khomeini on the wall watches both literally and metaphorically over the proceedings. The revolution and its fight affected all members of the community in every aspect of life, and this poster emphasizes that resistance is both a religious and a social duty.

Likewise, Poster #69 depicts a community setting with several men and women. In the foreground, two men, one with a rifle, the other in military green, sit eating bread with four women in chadors and hijab, likely their wives and daughters. The women sit behind them, faces drawn down possibly in deference to the men, possibly in examination of the papers or books in front of them. Behind them to the far right, a man passes under a Quran held by a woman leaning out of the window. On the wall is written, “There is and always will be a line of falsehood in opposition to the line of truth (taken from poster description).” In the center, a group of men who look to be lower- or middle-class carry boxes and blankets to, as the description notes, donate to soldiers at the front. To their left, a line of people, both men and women dressed in Western clothing, carry bags of groceries away from a store. They are drawn in such a way that they appear untrustworthy, with the women leaving their heads uncovered and their hair showing, the connotation being that they are more selfish, taking food for themselves as they hoard more for others.

The juxtaposition of these two different groups of women, those wearing chadors and sitting with their husbands or fathers and the Westernized women taking groceries and ignoring the soldiers at the front, presents a clear connotation of right and wrong. The more religious women are the “good” women, taking care of their community and serving the soldiers as they can. The Westernized women, who are either not Muslim or are not “true” Muslims in the eyes of Khomeini, are selfish and do not support the soldiers. Here, religious dress is used to connote devotion to the revolution and to signal the importance of piety to the viewer. We also see the role that women play in embodying piety and religious devotion in the woman holding the Quran for the soldier to pass under. She is metaphorically holding the religious conscience of the community and the role of women to protect their religion. Additionally, we can assume that the quotation written on the wall (translated above) refers metaphorically to these two lines of people, those who are donating and supporting the soldiers, and those who are not.

The last poster I will discuss here is not directly related to the theme of the community, but as it portrays how these social myths are ingrained in society and people from childhood, it remains relevant. Poster #66 depicts two children, one boy and one girl, standing in front of a wall covered in religious graffiti. The boy, standing in front of the girl, holds a rifle and has a belt with hand grenades attached to it. The girl, wearing a hijab, is crying as she holds a Quran in her arms. These depictions promote particular myths and roles of women and the protector narrative. The young boy, despite his age, is already protecting the (pious) girl. The boy understands that it is his duty to participate in the conflict in order to protect his (assumed) sister, and more broadly the motherland and the future of the nation.

Discussion and Conclusion

As we saw in the poster analysis, most of the posters that included women fell into three main categories: women as the ultimate martyrs, women as active participants, and depictions of the community. As a whole, they reaffirm many social myths: women are simultaneously mourning the sons and husbands they have sent to war while educating and supporting the next generations of soldiers. Pious women are not only the ideal standard but are also symbolic of the honor and strength of the larger community and provide a justification for war. Religious imagery is often used, especially of the Battle of Karbala and the figures of Fatima and Zaynab. The hijab and chador, besides being worn by almost every woman depicted, are also part of the symbolism; they are linked to jihad, differentiate between “good” and “bad” women, or fall over the face of a martyr. Notably, some posters portray women in more active roles as they protest or hold rifles with other militia members. Overall, these posters portray the myths that Khomeini and his government found important in their bid to control and reform social norms and behaviors. They promote the raising of pious children ready to martyr...
themselves and encourage women to take on this role. They also align the revolution with the goals of God, providing legitimacy and justification for the sacrifices made and for the conflict itself. Furthermore, they may also provide some insight into the various settings that were politicized by the conflict, like the bakery.

Propaganda like this was ultimately useful during Khomeini’s establishment of a new government. During the revolution and after, Khomeini used propaganda efforts and campaigns in order to foster an identity: religious female actors and emphasized the importance of piety, opposing the Shah’s approach of modernization and secularization. Activists, protesters, and government actors printed posters, distributed pamphlets, and placed them on cars in the streets or made them into painted murals on walls or billboards. These posters also appeared in major protests and demonstrations, providing a striking backdrop to the revolution against the Shah. Some were made into stamps (like #67 above), which would have drastically increased their circulation and impact. The presence of these posters and images provided a constant reminder of these expectations, and physical reinforcement (see the discussion of the Sisters of Zaynab unit above) indicated to men and women, remains relevant if we are to understand societal behaviors and expectations, especially for women, that these were not gentle suggestions. Some women capitalized on the narrative of Zaynab as a healer to create and lead ritual healing groups devoted to her that came to replace national medical systems for many women.39 They saw Zaynab as a friend and fellow martyr who would understand their private ailments or challenges and suffer with them or aid them. The government supported these healing groups, thus affording the women leading them a livelihood, a level of social prestige, and government approval. Not only have many of these expectations endured as Khomeini’s regime has continued to maintain power (even with new leadership), but the narratives used to encourage conformity to these myths are still relevant and powerful.

In looking at some of the different themes, myths, and connotations present, we can see how state propaganda was used to promote certain values and ideas, and continued examination of other visual propaganda would provide a valuable analysis of both state-sponsored myths and their impact. Murals are still widespread throughout Iran, and investigating how imagery and symbolism may affect women, remains relevant if we are to understand the influence and reach of the regime. Incorporating gender into our examination of social myths and visual cues encourages a deeper and more complex understanding of how states or organizations can introduce and maintain dramatic social change, even when individuals capitalize on the same myths to take space and challenge norms.
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